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The start of a new season
Sowing time is an exciting time for our growers and employees.
It’s a new start with new opportunities. We started sowing somewhere at
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Koppert entomology courses
Two of our growers, Raja and Alaaeldine,
travelled to the Netherlands at the end of
September to join a course on entomology by Koppert Biological Systems. The goal was
to improve our knowledge about integrated pest management (IPM) and apply in our
greenhouses.
The course was attended by people from almost every continent. With explanation and
examples by means of pictures, interactive media, binoculars and living material
attendees learned to understand IPM. The course also provided possibilities to exchange
ideas and experiences between countries, which was of great value to us!
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Desert Joy at SIAMAP
SIAMAP is the biggest international agriculture exhibition in Tunisia and is organised every 2 years. This year was the
second participation of Desert Joy in this exhibition. The Desert Joy team was very happy participating in the show,
to promote our product and to let visitors taste the flavour of the Tunisian South. Many visitors, both local and
international were surprised by how tasty and beautiful our tomatoes were and how inviting our stand was. The
prime minister was also very interested in our production methods and the work we do in the Tunisian South. He
was shown how much we focus on social development for employees and how we show our respect for the
environment.

Women’s Empowerment at Desert Joy
At Desert Joy, women are very well represented. They are
active, creative, innovative and enjoy working in a good
environment alongside the male employees. They occupy
good positions and have an important role in making strategic
decisions. The enjoy an equal status as their male colleagues,
which is not common in the rural Tunisian area. But we don’t
believe in gender discrimination at Desert Joy!

Do you have any comments, questions, or suggestions regarding our news update?
Then please send an e-mail to info@desertjoy.tn or call us on +216 92 591 730
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Sharing is caring: excursion to Maison de L’oasis !
At Desert Joy, we are always open to sharing our knowledge and learning from our
peers to grow the best tomatoes. That is why we regularly organize field trips to
other growing sites and nurseries. Our last excursion was to Maison de L’oasis, our
neighbours in El Hamma. We shared insights and knowledge on plants, crops and
discussed some common issues in cultivation. This way we can make sure we are
raising the level of expertise in the region.

Introducing…Desert Joy’s very own cook
In the last update, we told you all about the new kitchen that
was being installed to make sure that every employee at Desert
Joy can count on a healthy meal at work. We can you inform you
that we have selected a cook to prepare these healthy meals.
His name is Mohamed Ali Hamdi, 40 years old and graduated
from the Hotel Management School of Sousse. He has a lot of
experience in different hotels and is a true professional. He will
bring with him 3 assistants to help him with cooking, cleaning and other related tasks.

Fun: Serbian Folk Dance show
As you may know, Desert joy is a very multinational company. We employ a mix of Tunisian, Dutch and Serbian
people and they all work together in a nice atmosphere. Our Serbian colleagues were in luck last month, as a Serbian
band was performing in Gabes. We all had the opportunity to get acquainted with Serbian music and it was great
fun!

Do you have any comments, questions, or suggestions regarding our news update?
Then please send an e-mail to info@desertjoy.tn or call us on +216 92 591 730

